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Genius maps offline gps navigation

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download the premium offline GPS navigation app with free maps and maps. It is an offline route planning, survey and navigation app that does not require a mobile Internet connection to find and navigate. All maps are stored on your device, so there is no roaming charge and your battery lasts longer. Genius Maps offers
a 7-day free trial with fully functional Pro guides and live traffic that can be activated at any time. Choose to upgrade to Pro Guidance during or after the trial, or use free professional maps for route planning and exploring with no pedestrian navigation, cost.________________________________________________GENIUS MAPS improves the way we
navigate the streets of our planet with our smart devices. Professional navigation maps can be freely downloaded, deleted and re-downloaded as often as you like, even after the trial has finished. Genius MAPS's diverse set of features equal to and exceeds the instructions of professional navigation
SYSTEMS.________________________________________________IN-APP PURCHASESPRO enables turn-by-turn voice guidance in your language, automatic redirect, limit notifications. Poi speed along the route and no map updates Limited for the selected region. Live traffic lets you know about congestion, road works and accidents and automatically
redirect your journey. Instantly view real-time traffic data and adjust travel times on multiple recorded routes. Live traffic requires an active Internet connection. Vehicle connectivity allows you to connect Genius Maps to your car's infotainment system. The safety camera informs you about getting close to a secure camera position so you can alert your
surroundings and drive more safely. Pro-level instructions, live traffic, vehicle connections and safety cameras are given payment options with lifetime licenses for selected regions. Check under In-app settings for prices and availability of Pro suggestions and live traffic. Limited FOR PRO GUIDANCE users, it is available at no additional cost and as long as
the product is supported. Coverage and support for features on the map will remain exactly the original version as long as the original is commercially available. A lifetime license refers to the life span of the device and refers to how long Mireo continues to support the app with updates ________________________________________________EUROPEFull
(including Russia and Turkey), North America, the United States, the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands. Bahamas, Brazil, Cayman Islands, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, St. Bartelemy, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela/ Africa, Angola, Bahrain, Botswana,
Burkina Faso Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Malawi, Mayotte, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Republic of the Congo, Reunion, St. Helena, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, USC, Zambia, Pacific, Australia,
Note: Continuous use of gps apps running behind the scenes can significantly reduce battery life. We recommend using a charger while using an app in your car. Website: www.geniusmaps.comSupport Email: support@mireo.hrFacebook: @geniusmaps Jul 28, 2020 Version 3.0.3, we've updated the map, minor bugs and performance improvements. I've
noticed since the last few updates that sometimes pro guides tell me to leave the highway just to tell me to go back to the highway again. The sound has a problem with many street names that have to spell names instead of speech. I want to see a button on the main map that allows me to quickly change route options, such as avoiding toll roads, rather than
having to go through a lot of menus to do this. I like the advice professionally, properly telling the lane to stay in to make the right path. This so-called GPS is the worst thing ever! In fact, it's the opposite of GPS. When someone enters the destination, expect the program to take them there in a quick and straightforward way. Expect the direction for the turn,
exit, etc. will be unclear, and in plenty of time for the driver to take appropriate action. My experience with this trash piece shows that whoever wrote the app doesn't take into account the above. The turn is announced after it is too late to move into the right lane, causing you to miss the turn and need to change the course. The path is the most ambiguous.
This morning I certainly followed the instructions and ended up going in the wrong direction on the freeway outside !!!. I could be killed because of !!!, then when I navigate to somewhere I quite knew where to go near the end of the direction path, taking me in the opposite direction that I had to go. Don't waste your time and money with this app. I wish I had
most GPS devices have improved the sound problem a lot, the smart maps are very new, but back then. I see that I have to turn it on. What Dr. But what I hear is what the doctor Need a lot of improvements to speed up the new - it's been improved now, I hear. What Dee Are also, I see gas stations on the map, but what about restaurants and hotels and
shops and schools etc. It's also good to set up notifications and don't have to set up every time I use the app. I don't need to hear it. I'm over the limit. Speed I don't need to say there's a gas station nearby. It would be nice to close them and not need to close every time I use the app. Mireo developers state that the app's privacy practices may include
managing the data as described below. For more information, see the Developer Privacy Policy. The following information may be used to track you in apps and websites owned by third parties: The following information may be collected but not associated with your identity: Privacy practices may vary: Privacy practices may vary. Learn more, app site
developers support privacy policies in others to have a smooth experience, it is important to know how to use APk or Apk MOD files, when you download them on your device, the APK file is a raw file of android app, .exe for Windows APK means Android package (APK for short), it is a file format used by android operating system for distributing and installing
mobile apps .lt;br&gt; In 4 simple steps, I will show you how to use the Genius Map .APK GPS when you are finished downloading your phone. Step 1: Download The Genius Map: .apk GPS on your device, you can do it now using our downloaded mirror below, 99% guaranteed to work. If you downloaded the apk on your computer, make sure to move it to
your Android device. Step 2: Allow third-party apps on your device To install Genius Maps: .APK GPS Navigation, you need to make sure that third-party apps are enabled as the current installation source. Just go to Menu &gt; Settings &gt; Security &gt;and check unknown sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the Google Play
Store on Android 8.0 Oreo, instead of checking the global settings to allow installation from unknown sources, you will be prompted to allow your browser or file manager to install APKs the first time you try to do so. Step 3: Goto file manager or your browser location, now you need to search the map. Genius: GPS Navigation.apk files you just downloaded If
you wish, you can also download the File Manager app here so you can easily find the files on your Android device. Once you find the Map Genius: .APK GPS, then click on it and it will start the normal installation process. Tap Yes when prompted for everything. However, make sure to read all on-screen prompts. Step 4: Enjoy Genius Maps: GPS navigation
is installed on your device. Enjoy a safe APK file? Ignore rumors or websites that say otherwise. APK files are generally safe .exe Windows PC files, so the most important thing to keep in mind is that you should always download them from a trusted website. Basically, you have nothing to worry about because we have provided the safest site in the
download mirror. Our Apk below Thanks for reading this tutorial. Download your app below! Issue Date: 2019-06-22 Version: File size 2.6.0: Developer 66.52 MB: Mireo Compatibility: Requires iOS 9.0 or later or Android KitKat 4.4, Lollipop 5.0, Marshmallow 6.0, Nougat 7.0, Oreo 8.0, Android P 9.0 or later premium offline GPS navigation with free maps and
GENIUS MAPS Is a free application installed on your iPhone and iPad. It is an offline route planning, survey and navigation app that does not require a mobile Internet connection to find and navigate. All maps are stored on your device, so there is no roaming charge and your battery lasts longer. Genius Maps offers a 7-day free trial with fully functional Pro
guides and live traffic that can be activated at any time. Choose to upgrade to Pro Guidance during or after the trial, or use a free professional map for route planning and exploring with free pedestrian navigation. Maps _ Professional navigation maps can be freely downloaded, deleted and re-downloaded as often as you like, even after the trial has finished.
Genius MAPS's rich set of features equals and exceeds professional navigation. Live traffic lets you know about congestion, road works and accidents and automatically redirect your journey. Instantly view real-time traffic data and adjust travel times on multiple recorded routes. Live traffic requires an active Internet connection. Vehicle connectivity allows you
to connect Genius Maps to your car's infotainment system. The safety camera informs you about getting close to a secure camera position so you can alert your surroundings and drive more safely. Pro-level instructions, live traffic, vehicle connections and safety cameras are given payment options with lifetime licenses for selected regions. Check under In-
app settings for prices and availability of Pro suggestions and live traffic. Updating maps does not Limited FOR PRO GUIDANCE users, it is available at no additional cost and as long as the product is supported. Coverage and support for features on the map will remain exactly the original version as long as the original is commercially available. A lifetime
license refers to the lifecycle of the device and refers to how long Mireo continues to support the app with the updated __Canada, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Central/South America Argentina, Bahamas, Brazil, Cayman Islands, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Barthélemy,
Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela Middle East/Africa Algeria, Angola, Bahrain, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Ivory Coast, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Iraq, Israel, Namibia, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Republic of the Congo, Reunion, St. Helena, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, U.C., Zambia, Zimbabwe, Asia/Pacific, Australia, Brunei, Hong Kong, China, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Macau, Malaysia, Maldives, Gps applications We recommend using a charger while using an app in your car. Website: www.geniusmaps.com Seed support by email: [email protected] Facebook: Twitter: @geniusmaps Apk Mirror
1: Download APK
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